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Your focus is a stable, secure, value-driven IT
environment. Our vision is complete visibility for
data-driven strategy and insights.
Discover how Raynet can
boost your IT security

Cyber Security Asset
Management
// Cyber Attack Surface Analysis

Identify the secured position
of each of your IT Assets
With the number of tools needed to create an
effective secured position of your assets is increasing, the ability to ensure policy is enforced across
your IT estate has become the new challenge to
be managed by Security Operations.
Our Unified Data Platform identifies gaps in existing coverage to identify unprotected endpoints
allowing you to take action to resolve these
coverage gaps.

Discover to Manage

Cyber Security Asset
Management
// Vulnerability Management

Secure your key business
investments
Without regular support and updates, your
software and infrastructure can be exposed to
critical security and functionality gaps, leading to
downtimes, delays, and loss of revenue.
Our data platform uncovers outdated and unsupported software and continuously monitors the
support and lifecycle status of other applications,
allowing organizations to protect IT infrastructure
and ensure business continuity.
Discover how Raynet can
boost your IT security
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Cyber Security Asset
Management
// IT Lifecycle Management

Keep your critical business
IT running
Without regular support and updates, your
software and infrastructure can be exposed to
critical security and functionality gaps, leading to
downtimes, delays, and loss of revenue.
Our data platform uncovers outdated and unsupported software and continuously monitors the
support and lifecycle status of other applications,
allowing organizations to protect IT infrastructure
and ensure business continuity.
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IT Visibility & Data
Transformation
// Inventory Collection and Aggregation

Get a complete overview of
your IT landscape
Complex hybrid environments, bring-yourown-devices, and decentralized purchasing and
provisioning of cloud-based solutions, make it
increasingly difficult for companies to maintain
visibility into their IT estate.
Create a consolidated map of the current state of
your environment by aggregating data from your
existing sources or supplementing with Raynet
Discovery and Inventory technology.
Get the transparency you need for a successful
foundation of a continuous ITAM strategy.
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IT Visibility & Data
Transformation
// Data Enrichment & Normalization

Better data for strategic
business decisions
Without a clear understanding of the data,
organizations miss opportunities to gain valuable business insights and to identify threats to
stability and revenue. Data normalization is key to
ensuring full and reliable transparency.
Built on modern AI technology, our platform
provides high quality enriched data that supports
the Strategic IT decision making process by creating a trustworthy overview of IT Hardware and
Software Inventory.
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IT Visibility & Data
Transformation
// Application Rationalization

Reduce software sprawl while
maintaining functionality
With portfolio analysis and optimization,
companies can achieve higher transparency of
their complex IT infrastructures and control rising
software costs.
Our Unified Data Platform can identify the
applications in your environment and evaluate
the costs and benefits of each application in real
time. With Application Rationalization, your IT
infrastructure becomes more responsive,
adaptable and scalable.
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Other Raynet
Solutions
// Enterprise Software Packaging

Build reliable packages for
software delivery
RayPack Studio continues to set new standards
for installer technology. Our intuitive, easy to
use wizrads guide you through packaging tasks.
RayPack Studio offers beginners the support they
need, and professionals the flexibility they have
come to trust.
RayPack Studio allows organizations to design
and implement well-structured processes to
control and execute EALM tasks.
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Other Raynet
Solutions
// Unified Endpoint Management

Manage every endpoint from
a central location
RayManageSoft UEM overcomes administrative
challenges with a unified software deployment
system for operating systems, application software and security patch management across
a variety of hardware platforms and operating
system types – combining the management of
modern (Apple iOS, Google Android, Windows
tablets and smartphones) and traditional devices
(Operating systems, Server and Clients).
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Contact us
// Discover to Manage

Get in touch
For more information, call our sales
team at +14165808160
or write to
sales@raynet-inc.com
raynet-inc.com

Discover how Raynet can
boost your IT security
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